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ABSTRACT
Dividing a omputation into stages and optimizing later phases using information from earlier phases is a familiar te hnique
in algorithm design. In the realm of programming languages, staged omputation has found two important realizations:
partial evaluation and run-time ode generation. A priori, these are fundamentally operational on epts, on erned with how
a program exe utes, but not what it omputes.
In this talk we provide a logi al foundation for staged omputation whi h is onsistent with the operational intuition. We
on entrate on run-time ode generation whi h is related to modal logi via an interpretation of onstru tive proofs as
programs. This orresponden e yields new insights into issues of language design and leads to a stati type system in whi h
staging errors be ome type errors. We sket h the language PML (for Phased ML), whose design has been dire tly motivated
by our foundational re onstru tion, and dis uss our ongoing ompiler onstru tion e ort [1; 2; 3; 4℄.
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